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N/c and Alma share deep thoughts

The making of the Fox Film Festival

C E OF THE STUDENTS SINCE 189

THE

The 'Rolls Royce' of pianos arrives at GFU
Upcoming Bdsendoifer Bash wil give audience chance to play Austrian piano
B y R O B F E LTO N
Director of Public Information
George Fox University is offering local music aficionados an op

portunity to hear and play arguably the finest piano made today - the
Bdsendorfer "Imperial" grand.

Recently arrived from Vienna, Austria, George Fox's new Imperial
will be introduced to the public at the university's Bosendorfer Bash,
held 3 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 26 at Bauman Auditorium. The concert is free
and will be followed by a dessert reception with Viennese treats.
Audience members will sit on stage with the performers. After the
concert, they will be invited to play the massive nine-and-half-foot Impe
rial and its unusual nine extra sub-bass notes. The Imperial is the only

concert grand piano in the world with 97 keys. The extra strings and
length give the instrument additional resonance and richness.
Full retail price for a Bdsendorfer Imperial is about $180,000. Melinda Bargreen, Seattle Times music critic, has written that the Imperial
is "often considered the ne plus ultra of pianos." The Imperial was fa

mously called the "Rolls-Royce of pianos" by Garrick Ohlsson, the first
American to win first prize in the International Chopin Competition.
Steinway dominates the high-end piano market, but is being chal
lenged by other makers including Bdsendorfer - a 175-year-old Austri

ANN

an firm whose pianos are handmade and were played by Liszt, Brahms,

DORN

Student Tim McFarlan sits at the new piano after giving a vocal performance at a recital

Dvorak and Bernstein.

A long-time Steinway player, George Fox music professor Kenn Wednesday evening. "I love the Bosendorfer," music major Megan Hansen said. "It's de
Willson surprised himself and recommended the university purchase lightful. You just feel like a better player when you sit down."

Story continued on page 2

Graduate Matt Chandler works to save CPT friends
contact with media, explaining CPT's stance on
war and answering questions regarding Iraq on
Vo l u n t e e r Wr i t e r
actions and words, the truth
radio, television, online magazines, independent
of the Gospel.
2003 George Fox University graduate Matthew
news, churches and small groups.
Chandler is doing everything he can to save his
CPT needs to be explained. While many world
-Matt Chandler
friends from being killed in Iraq.
leaders and public figures have signed a petition to
On Saturday, November 26, four men were
free the hostages nonviolently and media sources
kidnapped in Baghdad. Iraq, and are being held
such as Al-Jazeera, Christianity Today, Nightline
Toronto and Montreal, Canada.
hostage as "spies" by an Islamic terrorist group
on ABC and BBC have given the case significant
They work for Christian Peacemaker Teams
called The Swords of Righteousness Brigade.
airtime and concern, numerous politically
Used as a bartering tool for U.S. release of Iraqi (CPT), an organization with Mennonite roots that conservative .American voices have expressed
condemns all use of violence and, according to
prisoners, The Swords of Righteousness Brigade
disdain for CPT and its principles.
tlieir website, "intervenes non-violently to those
said the hostages would be executed Saturday,
During his November 29 show, radio host Rush
who are systematically oppressed" by placing
December 10. if their demands were not met.
Limbaugh said he partly likes the current fate of
Since Saturday no public news regarding the unarmed individuals and groups in conflict zones the hostages.
to serve as mediators.
men's status has been released.
"Here's why I like it," he said. "I like any time
Chandler, who has served in CP!" for over two
Before they were kidnapped the men signed
a bunch of leftist feel-good hand-wringers are
a "statement of conviction" requesting that, if years in Hebron, Palestine and Iraq, worked with shown reality....! don't care if they're Christian or
captured, no ransom be paid or violent rescue Loney and Fox on different assignments, and in not... .any time a bunch of people that walk around
September, 2004, he and Fox revised the Iraq
attempted.
with the head in the sand practicing a bunch of
Tlie men are Tom Fox, 54, from Virginia, USA; individual "statement of conviction" specifically irresponsible, idiotic theory confront reality. I'm
Norman Kember, 74, from London; and James regarding ransom if kidnapped.
Since the kidnapping. Chandler has had
Continued on page 12
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Page 2 - NEWS

Letter to the editor: PianO.* COntinuec

Editor's pen:
reflections of a lonely
holiday

The Crescent recently published an inter
esting article on grade inflation. Wliat was
interesting, however, was not the authors
conclusions, but the method by which they
arrived at them. 1 was suprised to find that the
authors relied entirely on anecdotes and sto

I didn't expect Valentine's
Day to be a spiritual
awakening.

ries to support the idea that grade inflation is
a problem. Soehow, I expected to see at least

As is usual for me, I spent

By JILL L E P I R E
News Editor

some mention of the current controversy

Valentine's Day dateless.
I had planned to finish
my homework by 5:00
and spend tlie evening
curled up with some
apple cider watching Will
and Grace and Boy Meets
World on DVD (quite a

over whether grade inflation even exists. A
simple Google search results in several dif
ferent empirical papers discussing evidence
for or against grade inflation. Some research,
based on statistical evaluation of transcripts
suggests that grades have actually declined;
others, based on different sources, suggest
that they have risen. One point in particular

combination, huh?). I
wasn't bitter .towards

that wasn't even addressed in the Crescent

the lucky ones who had
I
was
lonely.
significant others, but

article was whether or not higher grades are
deserved. As the opening line pointed out,
the term "grade inflation" requires, by defi

Tliroughout the day, I had this nudging in my
mind; "Jill, turn to God. Open your Bible - find your

nition, that higher grades are undeserved.
But is there any evidence to support that
view? I was unable to find any. Even if grades
are rising, that doesn't necessarily mean that

comfort." I was stubborn. Turn to Him? But He
couldn't hug me or give me flowers...He can't write

sweet love letters to me, telling me He is thinking of
m e .

they are inflated. Perhaps there are other ex
planations for rising grades? In short, I was
disappointed that the Crescent didn't take a
more evidence-based perspective on such an

It tooklne a few hours and a couple heart-to-hearts,
but I think I got the message. In my head, I realized
that Valentine's Day is overrated; no one should love
me any more or less than any other day. But that

2.

God is always there - not just on Valentine's
Day to comfort you. We can't use Him like a
911 call.

3.
4.

Roommates give the best Valentine's gifts.
"Others love you because of you, because
your dimples dip when you smile or your
rhetoric charms when you flirt. Some people
love you because of you. Not God. He loves
you because He is He. He loves you because
He decides to. Self-generated, uncaused, and

spontaneous, his constant-level love depends
5.

on his choice to give it," said Max Lucado.
It is entirely possible to have WAY too much
sugar in a 24-hour period, and have no
chocolate.

6.

7.

Assistant Professor of Psychology

pink.
10. You don't need to O.D. on chocolate to have
a fabulous day!

piano instructor, staf accompanist and Bosen

dorfer teaching artist; Peggy Dougherty, ad

junct piano instructor; Jackie Van Paepeghem
Mullaney, applied vocal instructor; Cynthia
McGladrey, applied vocal instructor; and Mi

chael Seregow, alumni pianist.

The Imperial is one of seven new pianos

George Fox purchased this winter to replace
and upgrade an aging set of three-decade-old
pianos used by students and performers. Five
are made by the Germany-based Schimmel
company and two by Bosendorfer.
"This gives our students the opportunity
to practice and perform on first-class instru
ments," Willson says. 'These acquisitions
should be a draw for potential students. Per
forming on the Imperial in a facility like Bauman Auditorium truly is a rare treat for a pia
nist."

Bash, call the Department of Performing Arts
at 503-554-2620.

Chandler called the CPT
criticisms "ridiculous."

"I think that they're
[Limbaugh, Johnson] coming

and religion professor at GFU,

said most hostility towards CPT
is based on misunderstanding
and different presuppositions

revolves around opinions they

"Limbaugh's statements
are logically coherent with his

in which'he accused CPT of

already have about 'people like

trying to sabotage the war in
Iraq, soaking up "far-fetched
atrocity tales circulated for the
credulous" regarding Coalition
forces' abuse of Iraqi detainees,

us' and what they think we do,"

ideology. His ethic is one of

and of recently engaging

Chandler said.

Many Muslims support CPT

because they want peace like
anybody else and CPT has no
other agenda. Chandler said.

"CPT is intrinsically antiidiocy: blaming the kidnapping nationalism, anti-violence, anti"in the ultimate act of moral

administration."

sexist and anti-racist. If any of
these are American then we are
anti-American," Chandler said.

concerning how life works.

enlightened self-interest," Beals
said. "I don't agree, but I see
why that makes sense."
"The fact is, CPT members

signed documents before they
were captured explaining that

they were putting their own
lives at risk, and didn't want
to endanger others. That's

whats difficult for people to

"On paper America stands for understand," he said.
diverse agendas perfectly what we stand for—freedom
Fundamentally, the idea of
illustrate the overlapping and justice. What we oppose self-sacrifice in order to lovingly
relieve oppression is beyond
currents of the Left, whose sole are the systemic violent physical
Johnson also said the "CPT's

common thread is hatred of the
United States," and that CPT

CRYSTAL FARNSWOKTH
Ai'ts and Culture Editor

and structural methods used to
bring them about."

Corey Beals, philosophy

right or left in the American
political currents.

CPT's most outspoken
supporters among George Fox's

Reporters:

ELIZABETH RODMAN
DAVID BENSON

KRISKILLAM

Business Manager:
NICK SERRONE

JILL LEPIRE
News Editor

DAN BENNIHT

Sports Editor

performing artist; Debra Huddleston, adjunct

Sow" in Front Page Magazine,

Opinion, Campus Life, Faith Editor
ANGIK GILL'
Assistant Editor

and Bosendorfer performing artist; Randy
Porter, professional jazz pianist and Steinway

opinion about us that basically

ANN DORN

Kditor-in-Chief

by seven artists: Wilson, professor of music

from a very uninformed

enables totalitarian rule.

The Crescent

sical neo-romantlc and jazz performances

titled "Reaping What Tiey

own members on the Bush

Pink Play-Doh relieves stress. And yes, only

The Bosendorfer Bash will feature clas

realily."
On November 30, Ben
Johnson published an article

46:10

you.
9.

kind of happy about it, because
I'm eager for people to see

and potential murder of its

to listen to - one day a year.
Grandmas are always happy to hear from

the university collection in the future.

CPT: supports freedom and justice

"Be still and know that I am God." Psalm

Ashlee Simpson's "L.O.V.E" is entirely okay

he says Wilson hopes to add a Steinway to

For more information on the Bosendorfer

Sue O'Donnell

Wienever I get emotional or have a bright idea (ha!)
I break out my journal. In this entry I made a list of
things I learned on Valentines Day;

something you don't have (like a Valentine)
when you have so much.

sound "The Imperial blankets you rn sound,"

important issue.

realization didn't make me feel any less lonely

1. It's selfish and rude to be hung up on

the Bosendorfer after hours spent in the both
niano-maker's showrooms. He says he was
brought to tears by the rich Bosendorfer

grade inflation

JESSICA GARDNER
Entertainment Editor

Darkroom Manager:

L by reque.st. We

^he right to PHit ic4uesi. We

r e s e r v e

BRIAN RUKIK

letter

Designer:
ERICA BADER
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George Fox men hope
to end year with wins

2006 Winter Olympics
Medal

Watch

The Bruins ore in Tacoma tonight and return home tomorrow
against Willamette, as four seniors will bid farewell
For four seniors on

the George Fox Uni
versity men's basket
ball team, the next two

By DAN BENNETI
Sports Editor

nights' games against Pacific Luther
an University Willamette University
are literally four years in the making.
Since the Bruins are officially out
of playoff contention, Aaron Schmick,

Scott Szalay, Ben Melvin and Nate
Mansfield will make their final ap
pearances in George Fox uniforms

tomorrow night.
Each senior has been an integral
part of the, George Fox basketball
program. Schmick has established
himself as one of the most consistent

starters in recent memory, making a
strong case for his second consecu

tive All-NWC First Team appear

As of Wednesday. February 15

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Total

credible 48 consecu
tive free throws over

Norway

1

5

5

11

the course of several
games earlier in the

Russia

4

3

2

9

United States

5

2

1

8

year. Schmick needs 30 points over
the next two games to pass former
teammate Mark Gayman as the 8th
most prolific scorer in George Fox
history.
Szalay came alive this season,
proving to be one of the more reli

able big men in the conference. After
transferring into George Fox after his

sophomore year, Szalay was right at
home this year, averaging 11.9 points
and 8.9 rebounds per game. Szalay
also became only the fifth Bruin to
record at least 100 blocks, and he
did so in only two seasons with the

on this team. He is always one of the
most athletic men on the court at any
given time, and his bursts of speed
to the basket are difficult to contain.

The third in a line of brothers to play
in a George Fox uniform, Melvin tal
lied 8.7 points per game for the Bru
ins this year.
Mansfield has proven to be the
most electrifying spark off of the
bench for the Bruins this season. His
intensity on the court is unrivaled,
and his leader

team.

Melvin both started and came

both minutes and points per game
this season, as well as sinking an in-

off the bench this season, proving
his ability to embrace a new role

By DAN BENNETT
Sports Editor
The George Fox University women's

basketball team can cement their hopes

for a postseason tournament berth two
wins in their final two games against Pa
cific Lutheran and Willamette.

The Bruins, sitting at 9-5 in North
west Conference action, are in the driver's
seat for the third and final spo.t in the con

the Northwest Conference

ference tournament. Two wins this week

end would guarantee the women earn the
spot, but one win may be enough.

George Fox's closest competition,

Whitman College, is close behind the Bru

ins but is still on the outside looking in.

If the Bruins defeat Pacific Lutheran

(19-3 overall, 12-2 conference) tonight in

Tacoma, then George Fox will almost be assured of third and final playoff
spot. And you can be sure that the Bruins are hoping to avenge an overtime
loss to the Lutes from earlier in the season.

A win against the Lutes would also put the Bruins back in the national
spotlight, which is a good thing to do right before the national tournament
selections are made this Sunday.

If the Bruins fail to defeat PLU tonight, the Bruins must hope that Whit

man falls to Pacific College in Forest Grove'. If the Missionaries win and the

Bruins lose in Tacoma, then the season finale tomorrow night against Willa

mette will be a moot point, as even if the Bruins win and tie the Missionaries
for the final spot, Whitman would win a tie-breaker scenario as-described in
the NWC Basketball Handbook.

So while the Bruins have control of their own destiny for the time be

ing, they must win tonight to remain in the driver's seat for the final playoff
berth.

Simply put, the entire season comes down to tonight.

George Fox Men's Basketball
(15-8, 8-6 NWC)

January 28 - @ Whitman (W 87-79)

percent shooting from three point
range this year, and you have a spe
cial player that will be missed next
year.

So while tomorrow night's contest
versus Willamette is the last game of
a somewhat disappointing season, for
four seniors it is also the culmination

of years of hard work and dedication
to the game of basketball.
And you can bet that these men
want to go out with a win.

From the Cheap Seats
True, this
season the

in NWC tourney hunt
A win tonight against PLU
would give George Fox the final
NWC playoff berth

unquestionable. Add to that his 42

ship ability is

Bruin women remain alive

Robin Taylor and-the Bruins
control their own destiny in the
hunt for the final playoff spot in

George Fox
baseball team
DAN BENNETT

Sports Editor

will be in the

hunt for its
second national
title in three

seasons, but on a larger scale 30
Major League teams will begin

the hunt for a World Series trophy
in a matter of weeks.

Given the unpredictability of
Major League Baseball, there
are dozens of headlines that will
no doubt shock baseball fans

seasons, and this season won't be
much of different.

"Johnny Damon: *I miss Bos
ton...and my beard'"
Team loyalty is almost non
existent in this day and age, and

Johnny Damon did the financiallysmart thing by signing with New
York. I'm not quite sure that he
doesn't miss his beard, though.

"NL West: The best division in

the big leagues?"
Last season the Padres earned

the right to lose in the first round
of the playoffs. Who will be the

boltom of the phyofi teams this

throughout the season. These

season? Almost anyone is a con

nine headlines, however, will not

tender!

be among them:
"Roger Clemens dons pin
stripes, will start for Yankees"

"Mariners win AL West"
The Mariners are the weak

link of the AL West. They should

If the Rocket does return this
season, look for him to finish out
his career with either the Red Sox

be luck to win 70 games this sea

or the Astros.

welcomed back to Orioles"

"White Sox are world champi
ons...again"

are contenders to reach the World

The day Rafael Palmeiro
admits he knowingly took steroids
and stops making excuses for
himself is the day I willingly sport
a Jason Giambi jersey.
"Cubs end curse, win first

Series.

World Series since 1908"

Given the current state of

parody in Major League Baseball,

nearly half of the teams in the bigs
"Barry Bonds fails to reach

s o n .

"Palmeiro admits wrongdoing,

Even though the past two

Bambino's record"

World Series winners have

If Bonds suits up for at least
one quarter of the season, reach
ing Babe Ruth will not be an issue.
The only question is will his body

snapped decades-long droughts,
don't look for South Side Chicago

be able to stick it out long enough

I hope I didn't burst anyone's
bubble in revealing these sur

to catch Hank Aaron at 755 sonjetime next season?

"Cardinals in danger of miss
ing playoffs"
The Cardinals have been the

best team in Major League Base
ball during the past two regular

to repeat the White Sox's success
of last season.

prises, but I felt they needed to be
said. As for other surprises in the
big leagues this season, tune in
and watch...I'm sure there will be
plenty of them.

George Fox Women's Basketball
(18-5,9-5 NWC)

February 10 - vs. Lewis & Clark (W 81-72)
Februa!7 17 - @ Pacific Lutheran (8:00 PM)*
February 18 - vs. Willamette (8:00 PM)*

January 28 - @ Whitman (L 58-62)
February 3 - vs. Puget Sound (L 44-59)
February 4 -.vs. Pacific (W 74-65)
February 7 - vs. Linfield (W 54-53)
February 10 - vs. Lewis & Clark (W 77-61)
February 17 - @ Pacific Lutheran (8:00 PM)^
February 18 - vs. Willamette (8:00 PM)*

*Game broadcasted on http://www.kfoxradio.net/

^Game broadcasted on http://www.kfoxradio.net/

February 3 - vs. Puget Sound (L 76-97)
February 4 - vs. Pacific (W 79-72)
February 7 - vs. Linfield (W 85-67)

Friday, Feb. 17, 2006
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ance. Schmick paced the Bruins in
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Page 4 - FAITH

Introducing:

"Deep Thoughts" with Nic and Alma
One day I got a letter

from an old prospec
tor. The letter was a

Ahna Quiroga and Nic Schneider

forty-page long ode the

are members of the Campus Ministry
team. Quiroga works with missions,

i)rospeclor had written
about his dead Aunt

Petunia. And by pros
pector, I really mean an

By KRIS KILLAM
Faith Columnist_

Schneider with prayer. In general,

editor of the Crescent,

they are full of godly giggles. This sec

and by a forty-page
ode, I really mean a one
paragrai)h email asking me and

my dad saw me
sitting on the

Alma to write a column. And I was

couch, his face

like, super dope.

got white, and

tion will offer their life advice on the

sacred, the insightful, and the just plain
funny.

"But I do believe that God
is with us even when we're

at our craziest and that this

goodness guides, provides,
protects, even in traffic."
-Anne Lamott,

he said, "You're

-Nic

sitting on a couch
You know when you're sitting
with a good friend, and he just
keeps farting? Man, I love that.

made of human hair." -Alma

-Alma

bats and birds is the lack of feath

The only difference between
ers. And that birds are inherently

Instead of a hundred and one

evil. -Nic

Dalmatians, how 'bout a hundred

and one man-eating crocodiles?
Sure, they're not as cute, but who's
worried about cuteness'when

you're running for your life from
their razor-sharp jaws. -Nic
When I was twelve, my father
took me to a modern art museum,

When I was a little girl, every
time I would try to sneak away and
pick my nose, my grandma from
Kenya would catch me and say,
"Leela, one of these days your fin
ger is going to get stuck up there."
But now I know that's a dirty lie.
-Alma

but we walked around so much

that I got really tired and decided
to sit down on a couch. But when

I think it'd be a good idea for
authors to make the first sentence

Traveling Mercies

in their books really count. Like
instead of "Call me Ishmael" how

about "Call me really, really bor
ing." -Nic

I hope the guy that said "It's
not the size of the dog that counts;
it's the size of the fight in the dog"
gets mauled by a pitbull. -Nic

Even at a stand still, traffic
doesn't usually bother me,-un
less I have somewhere to be at a
certain time.

It is at moments where I have

been going crazy in the great
desert of faith, that God has
been most present.

Keep your eyes open every

week for more deep thoughts from
Nic and Alma. This week, we

decided to keep it fun, but in the
weeks to come we hope to chal
lenge you with some God-thoughts
as well as some "deep thoughts."
You know, super dope.

absent. I asked hard questions;

I got stuck. I begged for deliver
ance, hope, presence. I wanted
all of it, because I was lost.
Everything tasted like sand; I
wanted an oasis of mercy. Times
like these really are about sur
r e n d e r.

Faith From the Locker Room

Yo u c a n n o t r u n a r o u n d w i t h

clenched fists and feel God's

' The reason that I came to George Fox was due to the out

overwhelming grace. You have
to release the negativity and
tightness and dance in a sand

standing reputation of the baseball team. I transferred here
from Gonzaga University to play baseball.

storm.

Personally, I don't like attending chapels. I am religious, but
I don't like being forced to attend chapels against my will. I
guess you could say that I have a problem with authority in a
sense.

I do believe in God. In this community there are many people
that believe in God as well. What is unfortunate about this is

that there is only one type of religion here. Obviously, this is a
Quaker religious school, but diversity is something that we will
have to live with each and everyday. Also believing in God and

playing athletics is something that is not looked down upon at

all. Personally, I have never met a person who isn't either reli-.
gious or just doesn't believe in God.

In my craziness, however,
1 thought God was completely

It hurts to surrender, but it

is the only way to discover what
you have been missing. I am a
creature of defiance; you do not
tell a cat what to do.
My sinful self wants more sin

to keep its engine running, but

God and I are just going to keep
waiting for the traffic and sand

to clear. It really is time to turn
on the music and karaoke like
never before.

These times are often a matter
of perspective, I have found time

and again, that it is my perspec
tive that is the limited one.

CALENDAR OF SPIRITUAL EVENTS
Weekly events:

Sunday: Impact @ 9pm in the Cap & Gown Room
Wednesday: Manistry @ 9:30 in the Commuter
Lounge
Friday: Greenroom @ 10:40 in Bauman
Special events:

Men's Retreat/Camping Trip: Feb. 17th-&18th at
Nehalem Bay State Park

Visit a Hispanic Church: Feb. 19th * q: .

Broken Walls Concert: February 24th at 7pm ''ks you, and if anyone takes what belongs to
you, do not demand it back.
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Page 5 - FEATURE

The

making

of

the

fi l m

festival

An interview with festival chair Rachel Zeller
How is the person in charge of the
film festival selected?

Typically there's a film major who volun
teers for the posifion of vice president. He or

she is trained during his or her time as vice
president to take on the president's role in the

future. Once the position is open, and the vice
president is about to take on the role, the rest

of the film majors usually have a chance to
agree or disagee on the choice of person.
How many films usually enter the festival?
I think last year around thirty films entered,
ranging from one minute to 40 minutes. I am
hoping for the amount of entries to increase.
What kind ofplamiing is involved in
putting on the film festival?
Well, a lot. The locations and the calender

dates are the first things to be set. After that,
it is a lot of communication with the rest of the

committee members to make sure that post
ers are being created, the website is getting
updated and jury members are being selected.
Once the entries are submitted the order of

the program needs to be created and the jury
needs to watch and judge the films. Basically,
it is a lot of teamwork that goes into the mak
ing of the festival.
Why will Bauman be a good place
to show the films?
I think it has been a dream for most Cimema

Photos byANNDORN

and Media Communications majors to see
the film festival be held in Bauman. Bauman

ABOVE; Student

already has a "theater" type atmosphere.
Last year the festival was held in the Hoover
lecture hall-the attendance was so high that it

director Stephen
Radley (second from
left) oversees shoot
ing of the final act of
his upcoming film-the
plot is rumored to
include the mafia, love,
murder and betrayal.

was packed and some people were even sitting
on the stairs. Being in Bauman will allow for a

lot more seating space, opening the doors to
an even bigger audience than last year. Plus,
Bauman also seems to help add more credebility to the Fox Film Festival name.

k /

The scene was shot

A

Wednesday night at an
old mill near Gem 100

on the south edge of
Newberg.

How are student films made (is there a budget?
How are actors

selected? Etc.)
M o s t s t u d e n t fi l m s

have no budget
and the majority
of the time it is the
director's friends
that are the actors.

This year the ui>
perclassmen had
a chance to lake

MIDDLE: Actors prepare to film a mafia

the Producing and

scene.

Directing course. These students were taught
to look for locations off campus and find out
side actors. Therefore, there will be a greater
range of films this year where audience mem
bers will not be able to recogni2e the locations
or the actors. A film called Legend even had a

RIGHT: Film festival chair Rachel Zeller

acts as assistant director for Stephen
Radley'sfilm.

budget, which was minimal but still a step to
making bigger and better productions.

ficult to find outside actors or get the props or cool
locations. Time is also a big thing. Having to juggle
other courses and additional film projects in class

What kinds of things are usually
challenges for student film makers?
1 think the two main challenges are budget and

time. Most students do not have enough money to
throw into a small production, which makes it dif-

makes it hard for students to find time to make

their own dream film. Therefore, most of the films

H(fw long does it take to make a film?
It can range in hours to day, depending on the
length of the script. Many short, two-minute films

can be shot in a day with gurrilla filmmaking. If a
student really wants to produce something nice.

seen are produced as class projects.

Continued on back

Its coming,.. catch the Fox Film Festival March 17 (at the Cameo: $3 at door) and 18 (Bauman Auditorium).
F r i d a y,

Feb.

17.

2006
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Its' SupposedTo Be Funny!
HoLp

By Guest Columnist

Le.r>$ SS-TTUTRIS
we

h^Ay-nva
TO rgTTie

Davy Desmond
you have trouble

memorizing names? I do..

Kspecialy this time of year

when everyone's walking

aroundmeetn
i gpeope
l andneverremembern
ig
them tomorow. 1 have a mao
j r probe
l m wti thsi ,

MVM iATgK.r. 1
7 PARN nr

as many of you Bimins have learned.Also, people
are extremely picky about their name, and the way

X

AWT

pip

J05T

.

IVON
0At> dRA/iMAK

A
A l l

It's pronounced. For example. I have met about

we

yoo^pTMiNfes
VviAS JTUnpoR

30 Kristen's (Probably just 3 or 4. but anyway..)

o

Now, those Kristen people are particular about
the way this name is spelled and handled. Some
pronounce it K-eer-stun. While others choose the
more sharp sounding approach of Ki-rshun then

-TO

tliere are the Kris-teen's, and at this time my head
just falls off!

There are also those very personal and amaz
ingly special people who make it a point to remem
ber everyone's name; (a goal 1 long for, but will
never achieve) tliey make the point of pointing out
to you that you have NO IDEA what their name is.

SO, they nonchalantly come up to you, and pierc
ingly say your name, making you feel extremely
guilty by throwing you the, "It's ok, I know you
don't know my name, but it's..." or "Hi! Insert your
name here, how are you today?" Then you're
stuck having to make use of your list of back-up
names, like buddy, kiddo, rock star, partner, chum,
amigo, pal, and girl.
Tlien there are limes when you get stuck in a
real pickle. When you walk up to a group with a

new fi'iend (sadly that friend's name has already
escaped through the back door), and you unfortu
nately 'forget' to inti-oduce him/her to the group.
When, all of a sudden a voice from the group says
"Oh! I don't think we've met," that's when you

In afoCCow up to 'VaCentme's Day we cCecidecCto offer
some sage advice for aCCtfie Cadies out there.
•If a (sane) guy ready Cikes you, there ain't nothing that's going to
get in his way and if he's not sane, why would you want him? '

•JTn excuse is apoCite rejection. Men are not "afraid of ruining the
friendship."
• CCassy doesn't hreah into his answering machine.
•There's nothing wrong with wanting to get married, you shouldn't
feeCashamed, needy, or "unCiherated' for wanting that. So make

sure from the start that yo^pick a guy who shares your views for

the future, andif not, move (3^hs quickCy as you can.
■It doesn't count unless he says it when he's soher. Ptn TCove you"
(or any semheCence thereofpwhiCe under the infCuence of any thing
stronger than grape Juice won't hold up in court or in Cife.
•freaks shoiddremain at the circus, not in your apartment.
• There's never a reason to shout at someone unless they are in
imminent danger.
•Life is hard enough as it is without choosing someone difficuCt to
share it with.

•One hundred percent of the guys poCCed said they have never tried

suavely throw out the 'Oh! I forgot to introduce ,

to torture or humiliate a girCthey were ready into. IVed, that's a

ya'l!" it's at this moment that a miraculous thing
happens...the friend you approached the crowd
with just says.' "It's Amelia." Or "oh, I'm Dilon."
On the spot! Just like that! Then you don't have to

s t a r t .

•Let his mother yedat him. you're too Busy.
•jLe might he Cying in the hospitaCwith amnesia, hut more hkeCy
he's Just not that into you.

worry! The introducing has ceased. Flay it cool...it

Ml excerpts are from the hook "Lfe's Just Mot That Into you"

works EVERY TIME!

"By (Jreg Bekrendt andLiz Tuccido

I guess I need to work on memorizing names.

And every time I meet someone. I need to help
them memorize my name too. In order to do

OLynwic Quiz

this. I have come up with the perfect solution to

Xach Statement is true orfaCse andjoertains to tfte 2004

a world with too many names. The perfect tactic

OCympics

tomemorsieanamesi.MAKETHEMREMEM

1. Qreece entered the stadium fiVst at Me opening ceremony.

BERYOU! Gvie em'theA
' na
i nda trademark!'the
•Ln
i dsey sg
i nature move,' or theM
' egan coyote

2. The first gold medaC of the games wm won By the 'U5J4.

ye'lDo some crazyu
j mpn
i ga
j ck, Pocahontas

5.TheCastgod
fmedaCojh
tegam^^^aswonBya
tICy.

cry,breakdancemoves,orMayrlinsme
li thatw,l
nrakepeope
l rememberyonandneverforgetyou.

3. dan O'Conner won IreCands amy i^daC
4. Michaef TheCps won seven goCd^mMaCs

6.The OCympcis were heCdn
i the n^^nth of JuCy.

Gvinigpeopel onrtageonsfirstm
i presso
,nss. h
te

7. The top Luropean country in themedaCs tahCe was Germany

hop..buthey!Tl,ats' jnstme!Sogetouthere

9. Chile and Israef won goCd medafsfor the first time.

keyo
t Lcessp
I.e-s.onayl enojyh
teDavyCrocket
people and make your move.

8. The top JAsian country was Bussia.
10. China won 64^ medaCs in aCC.
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May Serve:

Romania: a country known for its charm, beauty,., and sor
row. It is a country filled with children who have no home.
Children no longer cared for because of a lack of resources;
whose families are forced to put them in out-dated, prison

like facilities where they are kept until the age of 18. At this
age they are pushed out into "real life" with very little train
ing to find their own way.

Students from Fox will be traveling to Romania, leaving on

May 17, for a month to work with several outreach programs
including orphanages and camps. The goal is to reach out
for Christ, help renovate a house, paint walls and build rela

Timisoara, Romania

tionships.

The team will be leaving May 2 and initially work in Ti-

misoara at a home for unwed mothers and a local church. In

a town nearby, a new church will be painted by part of the
team while the other half will dig wells for people in the com

"My hope is to simply serve

munity. The last portion of the time will be spent in Sibiu

God with a willing and open
heart."— Chrislyn Seybold.

working with several orphanages. This time will be used to
renovate and landscape a house used by Arc of Love Minis
tries. The team will also paint several cabins and a dormito
ry at a orphanage. Although some of this may not sound very
glorious, it will still be an exciting time of seeing God work
by using us as tools.
As with any large undertaking, there are many needs.
One is funding, the other is prayer. Pray that any fears will
be alleviated, doors will be opened, health will be stable,
conflicts will be minimal and that Christ will be glorified
through this team.
This prospect has the potential to be very overwhelming.
How can we change anything in a country the size of Oregon

"I know I am learning that we

are solely tools through which
Christ can work...that excites
m e i

with less than 20 students in a little less than a month? Well,

maybe the main point of this trip is not to make an incredible
change in lives in Romania. Perhaps the real purpose is to
serve in small and seemingly unimportant ways.
-Zechariah Cook

lO

M

eXHjBlt

-

Mandee Spotts

"It is to offer ourselves physi
cally, spiritually and emotion
ally and be like, 'Here I am,

what can I do to help?"'
— Greg Holland
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l^egrettable Misconceptions
Grammar is important.

spotlight:

Plant Services
Know your bugs!!!

your own methods of developing
ideas; here're a few suggestions

Sounds like a good sentence

It s strong advice, for the most
part true, and a good focus. How im

portant, though? Very. Most impor
tant? Hardly.

The foundation of any structure
is obviously the most important
element, and anything that's built

on it wil take its shape. An essay
is a structure, a house of ideas, and
grammar is merely the wood siding.
So what of the foundation? Of

course, the foundation to any paper

is the main idea. By the main idea,
I don t mean what the paper is sup
posed to be—what your professor

asks for in the syllabus—that's the
rudimentary blueprint. It's not even

the finalized building plans.
Don't shape your idea according
to how you perceive the finished
essay to look. Keep what the pro
fessor asks for in mind, and then

seek the best concept that you can
think of. Don't think of the easiest,
don't think of the most expected,
just come up with what you want to

There are black and red bugs all over

anyway:

• Look ahead on the syllabus and

be prepared for the kind of essays

your professor is asking for. Then,
pay attention in class and take notes

of whatever interests you most that
run along the specifications asked
for. When it comes time to write the

paper, you will have a sheet of ideas

already made that you can choose
from.

• Find a classmate and talk about

the paper. Not only is this a good
method of reviewing chapter read
ings, it's a good way for fleshing out
concepts and designs, and finally ar
riving, at that one perfect thesis.
• Find the most original idea.
This is bad only when it doesn't
interest you.

Of course, this can be much more

complicated than just popping an
idea out of the oven. The more you

write, the more you will discover

These are box elder bugs. They're a nui
sance, but they are not dangerous: your
best bet is to ignore them. Visit the Or
egon Extension Service fact sheet for more
information.

Eek! There are spiders in my house!
Do something!
Plant Services is not licensed to spray the
interiors of buildings. Outside perimeters
are sprayed on a rotating schedule and are
not likely to keep spiders out. However,
residents may purchase RAID on their
o w n .

Fortunately, there are really only two
kinds of dangerous spiders in Oregon;
most are pretty harmless.
Yuck! There are ants everywhere in •
my house! What can I do?
Recipe for Dealing with Sugar Ants:
• 1 Part Sugar

There are many different ways of
developing good ideas for a paper,
and as time comes and goes, you

• 1 Part Boric Acid - (Available at our
local dry goods store)

will eventually hone your own meth

• 1 Tablespoon Yeast

ods that far surpass anything listed
here. Just remember, keep it inter

write about.

my building! What are they, and how
do I get rid of them?

Make little piles of this mixture around
areas of infestation. In about 2 weeks the

esting. If it's not interesting, you're
not going to want to do a good job

nest should be gone.

with it.

These tips can be found on the FAQ page on

Good luck.

the Plant Services website... Thanks!

I fi r s t r e a l
S o

I'm up late
at my house and
the guys are here,

talking about what else,

ized again how good Fox has it, then
I was suddenly hit by the oddest awareness;
there were only two female representatives
at the conference. One was the President of

Concordia and one was a rep who came with
Warner Pacific. There were no minorities ei

time

we

recognize that for
whatever reason, we are

still a country run by "short
white men." While not one of us

may have planned for it to be that way, it

girls. In fact the word "chem ther, not that the northwest is known for be is. By acknowledging this, we identify an
a bastion of diversity, but no minorities at issue that there has to be solutions for, we just
istry" was just used in reference ing
all. If I grew out my beard and sported my need to put ourselves to the task of finding an
to that all important Holy Grail of

life, the alpha and omega, the ever

highly anticipated George Fox cup of
grace, a "Fox Relationship." But, as the
guys sit here talking about who likes

who, I can't help but think of an event

that happened earlier this week.
On Thursday I attended a confer

ence of student presidents belonging

to the Oregon Independent College
Foundation. As Stefanie couldn't

make the conference I brought
remy Snyder,
the Supreme
'leCourt
Chief Justice,
with

slightly rugged not-really-Greek look I would
have been the closest thing the OICF had to
diversity. All this was odd, but what really

scared me was when I stood with the group
of presidents for our conference picture. No
one was shorter then me, not even the girls,
but no one was too much taller either. That's
when the scale of the situation hit me. I was

in a room of short white men, all in positions
of leadership.
Why weren't more women and minorities
represented at the conference? It's not that
the group is exclusive; in fact schools and stu
dents are doing everything their power and

me. As we sat there pocket books can to diversify. It's a question
listening to school
presenta
tions

and a problem I can't answer.
I may not be able to give you solutions, but
I will give you the most important truth I took
away from my experience. It's

answer. A friend of mine once described how

he doesn't hire someone because they are a
minority or a woman; he only wanted those

who "were the best." If the best happened to
be a woman or a minority, great, that's who
he hired.

Let us pray and work for the day when the
best are always hired, when there's an equal
playing field from day one, when education
is truly equal; for a time when prejudice is a
concept described only as
a historical tragedy: a time
when the peaceful dreams
of Corretta Scott King and
Rosa Parks are no longer
just a distant vision.
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Dreaming at the Portland

The Fox arts: What's happening
By CRYSTAL FARNSWORTH

International Film Festival

Arts and Culture Editor

Horsie begins to look up to the
By WOODIAN TORSTEIN
Volunteer Reporter

mustached drifter who seems to run

As we approached the open double
doors of the Broadway Theater, it was
evident that something was wrong.
"We're sorry," a small woman chirped,
"but The Riddle' screening is now full."
Great, just great, everybody in Portland
was at the screening of an obscure

man's name is Gherman and that he

into trouble wherever he goes. As •
they bond, Horsie discovers that the

"However, tickets are now on sale
for 'Dreaming of Space' from Russia,"
she smiled and took her place behind
know anything about tlie Indian film.

research and training.
Gherman's antics get stranger as

Williams who are entering projects in the design elements category.

cinema.

Passing the ticket counter, we were
instructed to take a left and follow
the stairs down. Down? What movie

Representing George Fox this year are Tracy Frybyla and Mark

George Fox acting competitors participating in the Irene Ryan Acting
Scholarship include Tristan Ellingsworthjhis partner is Rachael
Perrell), Malorie Wilson (Abigail Rhine), Elizabeth Fuller (Melissa

Youngberg), Justin Hudec (Nichole Joor) and Mitra Motlagh QD Davis).
Aexa Walker and Tara Strever are going as non-competing students,

increasingly upset and worried for her

assistant theater professor Bryan Boyd wil be one of the acting judges
and theater professor Rhett Luedtke wil go as a leader for the directing

beau.

competition.

Something seems awry as Gherman
inquires about a Norwegian boat that
makes routine trips in and out of the
country. Couple this with Gherman's
daily swims in the sea and his true

Might as well take a crack at Russian

(KCACTF) from Feb. 21-25. This year's festival wil take place m Pasco,

W A

emulate his new friend, Lara becomes

the table. Well, what the heck? I didn't

The George Fox theater department wil send 16 representatives

to the annual Kennedy CenterAmerican Colege-^eater Festival

is involved in some kind of top-secret

he swims in the freezing waters of the
North Sea. Lara, Horsie's girlfriend,
begins to sense that there is something
unnatural or even dangerous about
Gherman. As Horsie begins to

Indian film that I'd never heard of.

Theater

KCACTF is a nation wide program held in designated regions
across the United States. George Fox is a member of region seven, and

competitors who win at the regional level wil travel to Washington D.C.
for the national competition.
Music

Senior Amy Burnett sang in Bauman Auditorium on Wednesday, Feb.

intentions become evident.

theater is down? Bravely, we trod down

"Dreaming of Space" is an engaging
film that unfortunately lacks a point. As
a character driven film, it succeeds in
examining the human psyche. However,
the larger problem is the audience
walks out wondering why they went in.
What was the message?
Director Alexey Uchitel makes some
interesting choices with his camera
framing, but he excels at using camera
movement to keep the story rolling.
"Dreaming of Space" seems to be
a great movie headed for international
success, which suddenly ends without
any purpose or meaning. The audience
leaves disappointed that the story never
amounted to anything and frankly,
hopes for a sequel to explain things.

the stairs towards tlie bowels of tlie

Cineplex and finally find theater three
wedged in a quiet corner.
We entered the half full theater

(wow, these foreign films are popular)
and took our seats to the left side.

After a short introduction (apparently
this is an award winning film fi-om
Moscow), the film began to roll as the
projectionist adjusted the focus.
A lanky man on a rickety old bike
rambles towards the screen as the

subtitle of 1957 appears. We are soon
introduced to Horsie, a young cook who
has trouble committing to his singlemother girlfriend. Horsie, through a
local boxing gym, meets a mysterious
stranger who he refers to as Lefty.

15 for her senior recital. Burnett is a vocal performance major planning
to enter the GFU master of arts in teaching program after she graduates
to become a certified high school choir teacher.

Burnett performed a variety of songs from classical repertoire such
as Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, Vivaldi and Handel.
"I chose the songs that I'm singing both because they are fun to
sing, but also because I needed to include a variety of pieces from all the
periods of classical music history," Burnett said.
Writing
•

In cooperation with the Center for Peace and Justice, the GFU
Writing and Literature Department is sponsoring a creative writing
competition due March 17. The competition is open to any George Fox
student.

There are two awards: the Skene Award for Fiction and Literary
Nonfiction and the Atkinson Award for Poetry

A $200 prize will be awarded for the winner of each contest and four
honorable mentions will be named.

Materials should be submitted to Tammy O'Doherty in the
Writing and Literature office.

Fox Fashion Watch: Learn to experiment with fashion
Heather: Brown, deep chocolate

By CLAIRE HOLIDAY
Fashion Reporter

brown
Trevor: Green
Favorite shows to watch: Friends!!!

And also Seinfeld

Names: Heather Spencer (soon to
be Orton) and Trevor Orton; Seniors
Getting married: July 7,2006
How did you meet? Freshman year

Favorite places to shop:
Heather: Express and BEBE
Trevor: Express Men and

at the Art Retreat

Nordsti'om's The Rack

How long have you been dating?
Two and a half years
Any plans for Valentine*s Day?
Our plans are undisclosed for the
moment.

What is your personal style?
Heather: It's pretty eclectic and
depends on my mood.
Trevor: I'd say Preppy-Rock/
Grunge., .is that even a type of style?

Worst fashion trend ever:

It is now!

Trevor: The popped collar look for

glam area (Wliat was that all about
anyway?). Aid high-heel tennis

What are you wearing today?
Heather: Pants fi'om GAP, heels
from BCBG, top from Forever 21,
and earrings from Buckle
Trevor: Jeans from Abercrombie,
sweater from 2[xlist, hand tailored/

shoes.

Trevor-made t-shirt, and shoes from

Favorite color:

Diesel

guys. It is so cliche.

Heather: Ruched cargo pants and

high heels. Anything in the cargo-

Voci e of the Students; If your IHe was ben
i g made n
i to a move
i , who woud
l you want to pa
l y you?

---—^

—

"Brad Pitt"

—

—

"Drew Barrymore."

- Laura Douglas, Senior Social Work Major
-Chris Selid
Senior

Accounting
Major

r-fULiuy

"Julia Roberts, because she has
a killer smile"
-Kayla

"Reese Witherspoon."
Leilani'Jackson Freshman International Studies/

Winkler

Christian Ministries (Missions focus) Major

Junior

"Sean Connery"
- Nick Serrone Junior Business

Friday, Feb. 17, 2006

C L A I R E H O L I D AY

v^Lj^irsc

Psychology
Major

\
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Study groups are
problematic
By WHITTNEY HARRIS WARREN
Opinion Editorial
If a freshmen were to

approach me and ask how
he/she might fail a test in
the most expedient man
ner, while still providing a

facade of interest, I would
tell that person to join a
study group. Study groups
provide several destructive
functions.

-

rALesr//^/AN~

coiWicr-

Ever heard of Vagina-Day?
By TRACY PRYBYLA
Opinmi Editorial

all based on actual expe
riences of real women.

A day set aside to tell those

As monologues, .the
situations being dealt
with are told in story

you care about that you

format, and not actu

Saint Valentine's Day.

love them. Or, if you're
single (or sick of red and
pink), a day to wear black
in mourning and emostyle protest. Perhaps
you have a special family
dinner on February 14.

ally acted out onstage.
V-Day is ultimately a
support organization. The
main action of the organi
zation is to provide a net
work for groups that want

threat of violence, then

to raise awareness of the

leges in the northern Or
egon area that are staging
V-Day events this year,
including Portland Com
munity College, Willa
mette University, Lewis
and Clark College,

But if none of these al

extent of violence against

ternatives for celebration

women

sound appealing to you,
I suggest another option:

Groups and individu
als throughout the US
and ■ internationally put

V-Day (www.vday.org).

violence must end. It pro
claims Valentine's Day as
V-Day until the violence
stops. When all women
live in safety, no longer
fearing violence or the

in

the

V-Day will be known as
Victory Over Violence
Day." The first official
V-Day took place in 1998.
There are several col

world.

V-Day is an

Portland State Uni

international
movement which
aims

toward

helping to end
oppression and

V~Day is ultimately a sup

port organization. The main
action of the organization

is to provide a network for

violence against
women and girls

globally. It is cen
tered around per
formances and

groups that want to raise

versity, and Oregon
State University. In
formation about the

specific times, loca
tions and costs of
events can be found

awareness of the extent of
violence against women in

by contacting the
individual college
or looking under

the world.

"Find Events" on

readings of Eve

the V-Day website
( w w w. v d a y. o r g ) .

Ensler's "The Va-

ginaMonologues".
lection of monologues

on performances and
staged readings of "The
Vagina Monologues" or

about women's experi
ences with their sexual

other fundraisers, and the

mon violence against

money made from these

women and resources

events is distributed to
established organizations
around the world that are

Genital mutilation,

"The Vagina

Monologues" is a col

ity in a culture(s) that
hasn't always encour

aged openness about the
many issues surrounding

women and their vaginas.

They are based on
interviews with women

of various ages and cul
tural backgrounds con

ducted throughout the
1990s and early 2000s.

already working to end
violence against women

and girls. V-Day helps
advertise these events.
Most of these fund

raisers are held during
the month of February
to coincide with Valen

The monologues

tine's Day. The V-Day

topics, some of which is
particularly sensitive.

sons for choosing Valen
tine's Day as such: "V-

cover a wide range of
The key to the mono

logues i s that they are

website explains the rea

Day's mission is simple.
It demands that the

The website also in

cludes a fairly extensive
l i s t o f d e fi n i t i o n s o f c o m

for victims of violence.

rape, assault/battery, hon
or killing, the sex traffick
ing industry and sexual
war crimes are some of the

larger global issues that VDay is working to combat.
Debates about cen

sorship and free speech
have also been raised by
V-Day events, as some
colleges and even the
Uganda government have
not allowed "The Vagina
Monologues" to be per
formed in past years.

First, study groups
allow for a pre-test alibi. If
you were at a study group
for nine hours the night be
fore a test, then, when you
have subsequently failed
the test, you can look your
professor in the eyes and
pitifully whine that you do
not know what happened,

them the answers, instead
of delving into the text,
to discover answers for

themselves. Looking up a
query and investigating it
for yourself, imprints the
answer onto your mind
more effectively than hav
ing your peers rattle it off
to you before going back
to the lastest piece of juicy
gossip.
Finally, studying in a
group provides an illusion
of security. The illusion
goes something like this:
if I studied with Joe, and

Joe usually gets good
grades, then because I was
in Joe's presence for three

because

hours last

you

night;^ I

studied

will get

all night
long!
Secondly,
study
groups

provide
the

perfect
oppor

tunity to
talk about

anything
and ev

erything
that is in
no way

It is a proven fact
that looking up
a query and in
vestigating it for
yourself imprints

good
grades as
well. This

thought
flow is not

only inei-

the answer onto

fective, it

your mind more
effectively than
having your peers
rattle it off to you
before going back
to the lastest piece
of juicy gossip.

is ridicu
lous!!
A s

ridicu.Jous as it
seems,

however,
I have
heard the
line a mil

related to

the material being studied.
Recently, I was study
ing by myself in the
library. Behind me, a
study group was "ardently"
hashing out the details of
an accounting exam.

In other words, the girls
in the group were talking
about how one girl did not
like another girl, who had
given her a weird look one
night in the Bone. I am
sure she did well on her

accounting exam, consid
ering the fact that of the
hours I spent in the library,
her study group covered a
grand total of four ques
tions.

Third, study grouping
allows certain individuals
to let other individuals tell

lion times, when a person
cannot believe the grade
they got. because they
studied with Joe!!! Joe is

no anomaly to the fatali
ties of study grouping. It
is possible to get a decent
grade if you have attended
a study group.
The people, who
have accomplished this,
are those who have not.

relied on the study group
for their grade; they are
either naturally talented in
the subject matter, or they
have studied on their own.
I know this article is rather

shocking, because study
groups can be a lot of fun.

Take home point: study
ing is not fun.

Are you opinionated?
The Crescent is looking for
opinion writers.
Send 200-500 word opinion articles to:

krkillam@georgefox.edu
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CPT continued from front
Faculty span many political parties, conservative
and liberal.

GFU church historian Caitlin Corning said CPT
offends people with their gospel-induced worldview
that condemns all violence, not their politics.

Despite the CPT petition's insistence that

we have to use patient, one-to-one approaches,"

its members are not missionaries, Chandler

Corning said.

Professor Beals also praised CPTs methods of disagrees.
"We are missionaries because we are doing what
individual interaction, which he said were consistent
with Christian principles, embodying "what Jesus Jesus called us to do—we are not building churches

taught and exemplified in taking up the cross. CPT or making people change religions—we are calling
is showing the results of different presuppositions:

'Throughout the history of Christianity,
believers and groups have stood for peace, against

sacrifice is better than self-interest."

international and multi-denominational approach,

and it's even crazier."

pragmatically foolish," he said. "Muslims, like
everybody else, respect someone more who holds
to his convictions than someone who flops."
Chandler and Corning said CPT is about Jesus,
not politics. According to the CPT home page, taking

"Peace takes too long, people think. But if
President Bush is correct and we're trying to win
the hearts and minds of the Iraqi people, then

political sides is inevitable, but sides are chosen
according to which party involved is perceived as
most oppressed.

on people to change in ways that Jesus taught in the
Gospels," he said. "So we are witnessing, with our

actions and words, tlie truth of the Gospel.
Chandler emphasized the relevancy of CPT's
war, and sought out and defended the oppressed," statements that he helped Tom Fox revise in
values
and actions to GFU. "Jesus' teachings
2004.
'To
recant
would
be
morally
wrong
and
Corning said. "While CPT is perhaps unique in its
people are angry because of their assumption that

violence will get everything done. Peace voices are
usually seen as crazy. Add the 'foolish gospel' to it

Chandler said CPT should not recant their

regarding peace are relevant to all Christians, but

even more so to those at GFU, which has Quaker
roots and the teachings of men like George Fox and

John Woolman, who both saw pacifism as essential
to their Christianity."

Chandler leaves for Jordan with CPT in a few
weeks.

Win- an iPod!
Submit your creative photos to the
AAARCH MADNESS competition.

Only 64 photos will be accepted,
so submit now!

Email: varietas@georgefox.edu
Contact: Amanda Bizeau
Deadline: March 1
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Film festival: continued from page 7
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it could take a couple days. Legend, a 20 minute film, took nine days, working close to eight
hours each day, to complete. Tliis time though, does not include pre- and post-production
which is typically an additional month to two years of work.
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Are there any dangerous situations when filming?
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Heck yeah. Fight scenes are exciting because students usally cannot afford prop weapons;
therefore, we resort to dangerous, real weapons. For the movie Legend, we shot in one of the
biology labs, which has very limited access due to it containing some deadly bacteria. Need
less to say, the film crew was not able to touch anything in the room that we were in or else
we could catch a deadly disease. The amount of danger, though, really matters on the direc
tor, the screenplay and essence of the film itself.
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What is the most common misconception or false idea about student films?

I think that most people think that they are pretty crummy. Honestly, there are some really
good pieces of work that have come out of our small media lab. Many of the pieces have just

blown me away. I think what most people expect, tliough, is to see something on the same
level as a blockbuster film. Our stuff is a learning experince. Just think of watching a student
film as watching projects of future Steven Spellbergs.

Need a Summer Job?
Hiring Full-time Managers
AND Painters

$8-$io PER HOUR+Bonuses!

around campus the ability to discuss the themes of the films and the experience weeks, or

No Experience Necessary,
jobs in wa, OR&ID.
Apply at 888-277-9787

even months, after the event.

OR WWW.COLLEGEPRO.COM

What do student films do for the conwiunity?

I think student films really allow people to come together and feel a sense of community. Not
only,do they have the chance to see the films by their fellow peers, but they also give students
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